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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the proliferation of single phase power electronics based loads has
given rise to a number of power quality issues in the power grid. Harmonics in voltage
and current waveforms are one of the biggest problems in this family of power quality
issues. Until some years back, power system utilities did not consider harmonics due to
small single phase loads to be a big problem. In fact, only large loads were considered as
potential hotspots for power quality problems. However, the advent of compact
fluorescent lamps (CFLs), personal computers and consumer electronic devices, which
utilize rectifier front ends, have changed the scenario drastically. All these devices are
rich sources of harmonics and their sheer volume makes them a serious power quality
hazard. Recent work done by the Clemson University Power Quality and Industrial
Applications (PQIA) lab has shown that capacitor run single phase induction motors also
exacerbate the problem because of their behavior in the presence of harmonic infested
voltage.
This thesis attempts to study the behavior of capacitor run single phase induction
motors in the presence of voltage harmonics. It incorporates laboratory results which
show that the capacitor start capacitor run single phase motor actually ‘amplifies’ the
amount of harmonic distortion present in the source because of harmonic resonance in
its auxiliary winding. This resonance behavior implies that machine impedance is a
function of supply frequency and that the impedance hits a low value at the resonant
frequency of the auxiliary winding circuit. This resonance leads to extra heating losses in
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the auxiliary winding circuit. However, during the course of investigation, an interesting
phenomenon was observed. In the presence of single phase full wave rectifiers, this
resonance phenomenon causes the single phase motor to behave as a harmonic filter.
This harmonic filter helps ‘clean up’ the voltage source by reducing the amount of
harmonic current drawn by the motor-rectifier combination. Thus, resonance in the
auxiliary winding of the single phase induction motor is not necessarily an unwanted
phenomenon. This thesis presents experimental proof for all the phenomena outlined
and makes an attempt to explain them. Arguments have then been presented for and
against this peculiar behavior of the motor. Finally, the thesis concludes by outlining the
scope for future work and the particular direction in which the power industry is headed
with regards to single phase induction motors.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Induction motors constitute the single largest category of connected electrical
load in a power system [17]. The reasons for the popularity of the induction motor as an
industrial prime mover are not hard to see. They have extremely robust construction,
are cheaper in cost than comparably sized synchronous motors and are capable of
providing torque over a wide range of speeds (as opposed to synchronous motors which
deliver torque at only one speed i.e. synchronous speed). Moreover, unlike conventional
(non-permanent magnet rotor) synchronous machines, induction machines do not
require any external source of excitation for the rotor. Rather, excitation is provided to
the rotor via the stator supply, through electromagnetic induction (hence the name
‘Induction machine’).
Single phase induction motors are a special class of polyphase induction
machines that are extremely popular because of their ease of use with single phase AC
power systems and simple but effective design. Single phase induction motors, as we
know them were first invented by Dr. Steinmetz and his associates [1] and theories to
explain their operation and working were proposed by H.R. West [2] and Morrill [1] as
far back as 1928. However, in spite of the fact that about a century has passed since
their invention, little attempt has been made to understand the behavior of these
machines when connected into the power system as it exists today. This problem is
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compounded by the fact that most household appliances utilize these machines as their
source of mechanical power (if needed) and the fact that the nature of the power
system is changing rapidly because of scientific advancement.
The power system has grown tremendously in size and complexity over the last
hundred years. The proliferation of single phase rectifier driven loads and power
electronics based consumer appliances has created the problem of harmonics which
reduce device efficiency, cause excessive heating and reduce the lifetime of electrical
devices. As pointed out earlier, the behavior of single phase induction motors as a part
of large power systems was not investigated for a long time. More specifically, with the
advent of power electronic loads, it is important to understand how the single phase
induction motor behaves in the presence of harmonic infested voltage (commonly
found in residential feeder buses).
In residential households across the world, devices are normally connected in
parallel electrically (so as to maintain rated system voltage across all of their terminals).
This leads to the interesting scenario where single phase rectifier front end loads
(known to be sources of harmonics) are connected in parallel with single phase
induction motors across the same bus. Since rectifier front end loads draw harmonic,
non-sinusoidal currents, they cause a voltage drop across the source impedance, which
is non-sinusoidal in nature. Hence, they produce a local voltage distortion at the source
bus. In order to reproduce this scenario, the setup shown in figure 1.1 was assembled in
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the laboratory. The experimental setup uses a full wave bridge rectifier with an 1100
microfarad filter capacitor connected across its output terminals. It feeds a 200 ohm
resistive load through the capacitor. A reactor had been used as the source impedance
(3%, 626 µH) in this particular setup. The whole setup utilizes a 120V supply, controlled
through a variac. Further, the setup contains a single phase capacitor run induction
motor, as is normally found in household devices such as fans, heat pumps and
refrigerators.

Full wave rectifier with filter capacitor and
resistive load

1 phase
120V
60 Hz
supply

AC

1 phase motor

M
Figure 1.1. Experimental setup with single phase capacitor run induction motor
connected in parallel with a single phase full wave rectifier across a common supply bus.
It is important to note here that Mathworks MATLAB and other simulation software are
all time based simulation software. A simulation for a circuit such as the one shown
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above, needs to be done in the frequency domain, in order to easily analyze the effects
of harmonic frequencies in various circuit voltages and currents. Further, it is to be
noted that the simulation of a single phase induction motor in the frequency domain is a
rather involved and difficult process. The difficulties in the simulation of these motors
have been outlined later on in this chapter. It has to be noted that due to these
difficulties, it turns out that experimental work is much easier to perform than an actual
simulation, for this particular experiment.
In the first part of this particular experiment, the single phase induction motor
was removed from the setup. This is done in order to analyze the spectrum of current
harmonics drawn by the rectifier. Further, it is important to know the voltage spectrum
at the point of coupling in this particular experiment. Thus, with the motor
disconnected, the current drawn by the rectifier and the voltage at the point of coupling
were measured. These results have been shown in figure 1.2.

200

100
Volts

0
-0.02

-0.01

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

Amps (scaled by 30)

-100
-200

Figure 1.2a. Plot of rectifier current and voltage. Peak value of voltage is about 161 V
while that of the current is approximately 3.5 A.
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It is more useful to look at a Fourier transform of the above waveforms as it gives a
clearer idea of the frequency spectrum of rectifier current and voltage waveforms.
These have been shown in figure 1.2b. Figure 1.2b shows that the rectifier current is a
rich source of harmonics. However, it contains only odd harmonics. Even harmonics are
negligible in magnitude. As a result, a harmonic voltage drop is produced across the
source impedance and the voltage at the point of coupling is also infested with odd
harmonics. Thus, when the motor is reconnected with the circuit in the latter half of the
experiment, it sees a non-sinusoidal voltage across its terminals. Our objective now, is to
analyze the current that the single phase capacitor run induction motor draws in
response to this non-sinusoidal, harmonic infested voltage.

5

Figure 1.2b. Fourier transform of rectifier voltage (top) and current (bottom). (X-axis
values represent the harmonic order). All values indicated are RMS quantities.
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In the latter half of this particular experiment, the single phase induction motor is now
reconnected into the circuit and loaded down using a dynamometer test bench so that it
draws a significant amount of current from the source (typically about 5-7 A). The whole
experimental setup is now connected as shown in figure 1.1. The parameters being
measured in this part of the experiment are rectifier current, motor current, total
current and voltage at the point of common coupling. Three different capacitor run
motors of capacity 2HP, 1.5HP and 0.75HP have been used in this experiment. A most
peculiar and unexpected effect is observed when the setup is powered up from the
source. The waveforms of the measured quantities have been shown below:

15
10
5

Motor current
Rectifier current

0
-0.02

-0.01

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

Total current
Volts (scaled by 0.07)

-5
-10
-15

Figure 1.3a. Plots of bus voltage, motor current, rectifier current and total current for a
0.75HP motor. Notice how the total current looks more sinusoidal than its individual
components and how all the ‘notches’ on all currents align perfectly. (peak volts = 161V)
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40
30
20
Motor current

10

Rectifier current

0
-0.02

-0.01

-10

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

Total current
Volts (scaled by 0.2)

-20
-30
-40

Figure 1.3b. Plots of bus voltage, motor current, rectifier current and total current when
a 2HP single phase induction motor is shunted with a single phase rectifier. Notice again
how the total current looks almost sinusoidal while the currents drawn by the motor
and rectifier respectively look infested with harmonics. (peak volts = 161V)

40
30
20
Motor current

10

Rectifier current

0
-0.02

-0.01

-10

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

Total current
Volts(scaled by 0.2)

-20
-30
-40

Figure 1.3c. Plots of voltage, motor current, rectifier current and total current when a
1.5HP induction motor is shunted with a single phase rectifier. (peak volts = 161V)
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Figures 1.3a-c are reproductions of the waveforms captured on the oscilloscope.
As pointed out above, the waveform for total current drawn by the motor-rectifier
combination is more sinusoidal than the current drawn by either the motor or the
rectifier alone. This is highly counter intuitive, considering the fact that the current
waveform drawn by the rectifier is triangular in nature and highly non sinusoidal while
the current drawn by the motor also contains some third harmonic content in response
to the harmonic voltage at the source bus. In order to further understand this
phenomenon, it is useful to look at the Fourier transform of the measured current
waveforms. These have been shown in the tables below:

Figure 1.4. Bar graphs of the spectra of motor, rectifier and total current for a 0.75HP
single phase induction motor connected in parallel with a single phase full wave
rectifier. (X-axis quantities represent harmonic order)
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Harmonic order

Motor current

Rectifier current

Total current

1

3.696

1.120

4.650

2

0.031

0.003

0.041

3

0.390

0.970

0.610

4

0.002

0.001

0.015

5

0.638

0.734

0.162

6

0.008

0.003

0.007

7

0.181

0.464

0.319

8

0.000

0.001

0.009

9

0.130

0.223

0.099

10

0.001

0.001

0.004

11

0.039

0.060

0.031

12

0.001

0.001

0.001

Table 1.1. Spectrum of motor current, rectifier current and total current for a scenario
where a 0.75HP single phase induction motor is connected in parallel with a rectifier.
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Harmonic order

Motor current

Rectifier current

Total current

1

12.213

1.096

13.224

2

0.033

0.003

0.032

3

0.674

0.960

0.966

4

0.014

0.001

0.013

5

0.758

0.742

0.020

6

0.009

0.000

0.010

7

0.315

0.488

0.311

8

0.006

0.002

0.004

9

0.162

0.255

0.093

10

0.004

0.003

0.001

11

0.062

0.090

0.031

12

0.005

0.002

0.004

Table 1.2. Spectrum of motor current, rectifier current and total current for a scenario
where a 2HP single phase induction motor is connected in parallel with a rectifier. (All
values are RMS quantities).
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Figure 1.5. Bar graphs of the current spectra for the circuit shown in figure 1.1 when a
2HP single phase induction motor is connected into the circuit.

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 reveal that in the current spectrum of the experimental setup, the
total current actually contains less harmonic content than that present in either of the
component currents i.e. the motor and rectifier current. This has been highlighted in red
in the above tables. This implies that the phase angles of the component currents must
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be such that it leads to some amount of cancellation overall. In other words, the two
devices absorb harmonic currents at phase angles which lead to a phasor cancellation
and thus the overall magnitude of total harmonic current is less than its individual
components. In the case of the motors tested, when the 0.75HP and 2HP motor are
connected in the circuit, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th and 11th harmonic currents are cancelled in
the total current. In other words, when the 0.75HP and 2HP motors are connected into
the circuit, the odd harmonic current absorbed by the circuit is actually less than that
absorbed in a situation where the rectifier were to act alone. This implies that the motor
acts as a sort of sink or ‘filter’ for harmonic current. Kirchhoff’s current law requires that
the total incoming current must equal the total outgoing current at the point of
common coupling. Thus, since the total harmonic current in this case is less than the
harmonic current drawn by the rectifier acting alone, it means that a large part of the
harmonic current is absorbed by the motor. This result is highly unexpected and there
are no instances in literature where it has been reported that a motor can actually
exhibit such behavior. Given the startling nature of the phenomenon, it was attempted
to broaden the range of the test data. Hence, a third motor of capacity 1.5HP was also
substituted into the circuit shown in figure 1.1. The experimentally obtained values for
the current components in the circuit have been shown in the table. An actual bar graph
of the current spectra is useful to observe this effect and has also been provided.
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Harmonic order

Motor current

Rectifier current

Total current

1

14.865

1.122

15.439

2

0.075

0.036

0.043

3

0.738

0.977

0.415

4

0.010

0.028

0.037

5

0.5370

0.737

0.186

6

0.014

0.016

0.009

7

0.079

0.465

0.409

8

0.001

0.006

0.004

9

0.113

0.223

0.125

10

0.006

0.002

0.013

11

0.030

0.067

0.040

12

0.004

0.005

0.009

Table 1.3. Spectra of the current components of the circuit shown in figure 1.1 when a
1.5HP single phase induction motor is connected into the circuit
As a final proof of the harmonic ‘filtering’ effect, it is useful to look at the bar graph of
the current spectra shown above. This shows the decrease in harmonic current
magnitude in the total current, as has been discussed previously.
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Figure 1.6. Bar graphs of current spectra for the experimental setup shown in figure 1.1
with a 1.5HP motor connected in the circuit.
1.1 Motivation
In the previous section, it has been shown with the help of experimental data
that the single phase cap run induction motor exhibits a harmonic filter like behavior in
the presence of rectifier front ends that are normally present in household devices. This
implies that the single phase capacitor run motor is sensitive to certain frequencies.
Based on previous experimental data, these frequencies are the odd harmonics
beginning at the 3rd harmonic. As mentioned previously, this phenomenon has never
been reported in literature. The key to explain this phenomenon of harmonic filtering
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must lie in the frequency response of the cap run single phase induction motor. Previous
research conducted by Collins et al. [3,4] has suggested that the machine impedance
may indeed be frequency dependent.
Dr. Randy Collins and past members of the Clemson PQIA (power quality and
industrial applications) laboratory had previously been a part of an investigation into
elevated third harmonic currents [3] on the neutral conductor of a wye connected three
phase power system. Normally, third harmonic distortion is associated with single phase
full-wave rectifiers. However, the amount of third harmonic current reported in this
case was large enough that it could not be attributed to single phase rectifiers alone.
The investigation determined that single phase capacitor start and run motors, normally
used in refrigerator compressors, air conditioners and heat pumps are also significant
contributors to the elevated third harmonic current levels. Further investigation
revealed that single phase induction motors tend to ‘amplify’ the current distortion
levels in the presence of distorted voltage i.e, the content of third harmonic in motor
winding current increases dramatically with a slight increase in the supply voltage
distortion [4]. This suggests that machine impedance may be behaving non linearly
around the 3rd harmonic frequency. It would certainly explain the phenomenon
observed in [4]. Moreover, if machine impedance is indeed heavily dependent on
frequency, it may very well explain the harmonic filtering phenomenon pointed out
previously.
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The previous sections essentially outline the motivation of this thesis. It attempts
to explain the phenomenon of harmonic filtering in the case of a cap run single phase
induction motor, as shown previously. In order to do this, it attempts to completely
characterize the response of the single phase capacitor run induction motor to harmonic
voltages. The frequency response of the motor at standstill, and in the running condition
has been evaluated, in order to understand how the motor circuitry behaves in the
presence of harmonic infested voltages. On the way, it attempts to first establish and
then explain the harmonic ‘amplification’ phenomenon outlined by Dr. Randy Collins in
[4]. The thesis first outlines all the requisite background theory behind single phase
induction motors. It then utilizes this theory to explain the frequency response of the
motor and finally attempts to understand its interaction with rectifier front end devices.
The thesis ends with some suggestions to redesign the motor to avoid adverse effects of
harmonic voltages such as excessive heating and lifetime reduction as a consequence.
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1.2 Single phase induction motor theory.
Single phase induction motors today form a large percentage of the connected
load attributed to electrical motors [17]. Most of the small, fractional horsepower
induction motors used in the US are single phase induction motors. Their rugged
construction and single phase operation makes them an ideal choice for usage in
household devices such as refrigerators, air conditioners and heat pumps .
Single phase induction motors generally have squirrel cage rotors similar to their
polyphase counterparts. However, unlike polyphase induction motors that are capable
of self-starting, true single phase induction motors do not produce any starting torque.
However, if a single phase induction motor is started in one direction by some external
means, it will develop torque in that particular direction. Due to the presence of a single
main winding, the single phase induction motor does not produce a rotating magnetic
field at standstill. Rather, it produces a pulsating magnetic field which is incapable of
producing angular torque when the motor is at standstill. Various methods are used to
start a single phase induction motor. Usually, the motor is named after the method used
to start it. Based upon the method used for starting, many single phase induction
motors can be classified as:
1. Split phase motor
2. Capacitor motor
3. Shaded-pole motor
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For the purpose of this study, shaded-pole motors are not considered as they are
generally used in comparatively lower power applications and the harmonic filtering
phenomenon outlined previously has not been observed with motors other than the
capacitor start capacitor run motor. Capacitor motors are one of the most widely used
category of single phase induction machines because of their use in household devices
and their peculiar construction produces phenomena like harmonic ‘amplification’ as
pointed out previously and in [4] and hence form the basis of this study. The sections to
follow discuss the construction and principle of working of this class of machines.
The Capacitor motor
Single phase capacitor motors operate from a single phase supply but operate
essentially as two phase motors, with the two electric phases separated by 90 degrees
electrically in phase. The additional phase is created inside the machine by the use of
another winding, known as the ‘auxiliary winding’ along with the main winding. The
auxiliary winding is placed magnetically in quadrature with the main winding and is
usually connected in series with a capacitor. This construction results in the production
of two magnetic fields that have a phase difference of roughly 90 degrees between
them. This, in turn ensures the production of a rotating magnetic field in the air gap
which results in the production of torque. The capacitor may be used only for starting or
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may be left permanently in the circuit. Based upon their construction, capacitor motors
are further categorized as:
1. Capacitor start motor: In reality, it is possible to generate starting torque using
only the difference in inductive reactance between the main winding and
auxiliary winding and split-phase motors are constructed this way. However,
adding a capacitor in series with the auxiliary winding provides more starting
torque. The value of capacitance required for starting the motor goes down as
the machine speeds up, due to the back emf generated. Hence, the capacitor is
disconnected from the motor circuit when the motor gathers a certain speed. In
the running condition, the torque generated by the main winding alone is
enough to run the motor. Hence, in running condition, the entire auxiliary circuit
is disconnected by a centrifugal switch.
Auxiliary winding

1-ph AC
voltage source

Main winding

Cstart

switch

Figure 1.7. Diagram of a capacitor start motor
2. Permanent split capacitor motor: It has been found through theoretical studies
(backed by practical results) that the use of a motor as a two phase machine
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improves both power factor and efficiency. This is achieved by utilizing a
capacitor in series with the auxiliary winding and keeping them connected in the
circuit even in running condition. One such implementation of the concept is the
permanent split capacitor machine. This machine uses a single capacitor during
starting and running condition. As mentioned earlier, the value of capacitive
reactance required in the circuit goes down with speed because of the back emf
generated. Hence, this particular machine suffers from the problem of having a
low starting torque. The value of the capacitance is chosen in such a way as to
provide a tradeoff between the high capacitance value required for starting and
the low capacitance value required during running condition. Hence, this motor
is normally used in applications that need low starting torque values.

1-ph AC
voltage source

Main winding

Auxiliary winding

Crun

Figure 1.8. Diagram of a permanent split capacitor motor.
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3. Capacitor start/capacitor run motor: The problem of low starting torque,
encountered in the permanent split capacitor motor is solved by the capacitor
start/run motor. This motor utilizes a large capacitance value during the starting
condition and uses a lower value capacitor during running condition. The run
capacitor is chosen in such a way as to provide a circular rotating field in running
conditions and improve power factor and reduce vibrations in the machine.

1-ph AC
voltage source

Main winding

Cstart

Crun
switch

Figure 1.9. Diagram of a capacitor start/capacitor-run motor.
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1.3 Theoretical analysis
The general equations that describe the operation of an unbalanced two
phase motor were first proposed by Alger in 1924. There are two theories that describe
single phase induction motor behavior: the Cross field theory proposed by H.R West and
the Morrill’s double revolving field theory. The cross field theory leads to essentially the
same results as those obtained through the use of the double revolving field theory.
Hence, only the double revolving field theory has been described here.
Two-revolving field theory
The squirrel cage rotor of a single phase induction machine is essentially a
short circuited winding. Hence, when the stator of a single phase machine is energized,
it effectively represents a short circuited transformer. The equivalent circuit of this
situation has been shown in fig 1.10 [5]. The iron loss component of the motor has been
omitted but has been considered a part of the rotational losses. In the diagram below,
the quantities with the ‘1’ subscript represent stator quantities while those with the ‘2’
subscript indicate rotor quantities.
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jx2

jx1

r1

V

E2

jxM

r2

Figure 1.10. Equivalent circuit of the single phase induction machine (main winding only)
at standstill.

Now, consider that the main winding has

turns and a winding factor

fundamental component of the stator mmf at a space angle

Where

, the

is given by:

is the instantaneous current in the main winding which can be expressed in

terms of RMS stator current as:
√
where

is the angle by which the stator current lags the applied stator voltage.

Substituting equation 2 in equation 1, we get:

√
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The utilization of trigonometric identities in equation 3 leads us to:

Equation 4 represents two equal mmfs rotating at synchronous speed in opposite
directions. The first term in equation 4 represents the forward rotating mmf while the
second term represents the backward rotating mmf. When the machine is at standstill,
these two mmfs produce equal and opposite fluxes which in turn produce rotor currents
in such a manner that the resultant torque is zero. If, on the other hand, the machine is
made to rotate in one direction (using any of the means described before) at a speed of
‘ ’ rpm, the slip seen by the forward rotating mmf is given by:

Here

is the synchronous speed (representative of the supply speed at a frequency

of 60Hz). The slip seen by the backward rotating mmf is given by:

In terms of the forward slip, equation 7 can be expressed as:
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Taking the slip into account, the equivalent motor model, as interpreted in terms of the
two field theory can be expressed as shown in fig 5 below.

r1

jx1

+

0.5jx2

+

0.5jxm

Ef

(0.5r2)/s

+

V

E2
0.5jx2
+

0.5jxm

Eb

-

0.5r2/(2-s)

-

Figure 1.11. Equivalent circuit of the single phase induction motor, running on the main
winding.
The electromagnetic torque (

) produced by the machine is equal to the difference of

the forward and backward rotating torque. The torque can be calculated as the power
transferred to the rotor by the magnetic field, divided by the synchronous angular
velocity. Thus,
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(

)

The section above describes the operation of the capacitor start motor. The
permanent capacitor motor and capacitor start/run motors can also be explained
similarly using the two-field theory. The only complication with these motors is that the
auxiliary circuit is a part of the motor under all conditions. Hence, the forward and
backward fields produced by the main winding and the auxiliary winding have to be
analyzed separately. Moreover, the emf produced in each winding due to the fields
produced by the other winding also has to be taken into consideration. The equivalent
diagram of a single phase induction motor, based upon the two- field theory has also
been derived in the next section [5].
As mentioned previously, the main and auxiliary windings are placed
magnetically in quadrature with each other. As a result, there is little or no mutual
inductance between these windings. Thus, the voltage equations for the main and
auxiliary windings can be written out as:
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where

represents the impedance of the main winding while

represents the impedance of the auxiliary winding and
the series impedance of the capacitor.

and

represents

represent the emf induced in the

main and auxiliary winding by the forward and backward rotating fluxes of the main as
well as auxiliary winding.
If the main winding is left open,

where

in which

and therefore:

and

are the voltages induced in the auxiliary

winding due to its own forward and backward field. Since the main winding is displaced
by 90 degrees from the auxiliary in the direction of rotation, the voltage induced in it by
the forward rotating flux lags that induced in the auxiliary by 90 degree. Therefore,

When both stator windings are energized:
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Based on the above equations, the equivalent circuit of the capacitor motor can
be drawn up as shown in fig 6a and fig 6b below.

z1
r1

jx1
Rf
Ef

Zf

Efm
jXf

-jEfa/a

Vm

E2m

Rb
Zb

Ebm
Eb

jXb

jEba/a

Figure 1.12a: Equivalent circuit of a single phase induction motor (main phase)
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Zc
Rc

z1a
jXc

r1a

jx1a
a2Rf
jaEf

a2Zf

Efa
2

a jXf

jaEfm

Va

a2Rb

E2a

a2Zb

Eba
jaEb

a2jXb

-jaEbm

Figure 1.12b. Equivalent circuit of a single phase induction motor (auxiliary phase)

Torque
The torque due to one phase is equal to the angular synchronous velocity
divided into the amount of power transferred across the air gap. This power is basically
the difference between the power transferred to the rotor by the oppositely rotating
magnetic fields [5]. Thus,
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(

)

(

)

The terms on the right hand side of equation 18 represent the real power in complex
terms. In terms of Figure 1.6, this can be written as:

(

)

(

)

Equation 19 can be further expanded as follows:

(

)

[

(

[(

)

)]

(

)]

(

)

and
(

)
[(

)

Adding equation 20 with equation 21, we get:

(

)

(
[(

)
)

(
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)]

(

)]

If

and

then
(

)

Hence,

(

)

(

)

Equation 19 can be written as:
(

)

Finally, the torque can be written as:

Can simulation be used to analyze machine behavior?
From the point of view of this thesis, it was necessary to determine whether
computer simulations of the mathematical model of the single phase induction motor
could be used for the purpose of analysis. It turns out that the model can be used for
analyzing machine behavior at standstill. As noted earlier, the double revolving field
theory model of the motor shows that there is no coupling between the auxiliary and
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main windings at standstill. This is because the forward and backward rotating fields
produced by each winding cancel each other out. However, in running condition, both
windings influence each other through their coupling and an emf component associated
with the backward and forward rotating field is associated with each winding (as noted
in the equivalent model). This emf component makes it especially hard to model these
motors in running condition. Still further, the rotor resistance and inductance are both
non-linear, frequency dependent quantities. It is extremely difficult to predict or
measure rotor quantities in running condition. Above all, because this study deals with
motor behavior in the presence of harmonics, it is required to know rotor quantities at
various supply frequencies and at various conditions of slip, which complicates the
problem even further. Lastly, the magnetizing reactance of the motor is usually another
difficult quantity to measure. In order to measure these quantities, special changes have
to be made in machine construction, which allow for the measurement of air gap flux in
the motor. At the start of this study, a great deal of time was spent in deciding whether
it would be beneficial to actually do a simulation study of the phenomena pointed out
earlier. However, most standard papers available in literature on the subject of
induction motor parameter determination outline the same problems and solutions that
have been outlined here. For these reasons, it was decided that a simulation study
would not be feasible for the purposes of this study. Hence, most of the data present in
subsequent chapters is experimental.
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A great deal of time was spent on creating a test bench that could actually
recreate the conditions under which these motors operate in the grid, since a simulation
study was not possible. The primary hurdle was having a source capable of generating
various supply waveforms corresponding to various amounts of harmonic content
present in supply. Further, cap run induction motors run under variable loading
conditions. Hence a dynamometer capable of loading the machine down was recreated
in the lab for the purpose of testing. The details of the experimental setup and the
actual experimental results have been presented in the next chapter. Detailed
explanation for the observed phenomena has been provided wherever necessary. The
purpose of this particular section is to point out to the reader the difficulty in simulation
studies of single phase induction motors. While theoretical models for the motor are
available in literature, it is difficult and time consuming to actually sit down and
measure motor parameters and verify these models. Up and above all, the number of
papers available in literature that propound a theoretical model to test machine
behavior at various harmonic frequencies is very small and their veracity is hard to
assess. For these reasons, it is advantageous to carry out an experimental study of these
machines, as the reader will find out in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER TWO
INDUCTION MACHINE IN THE PRESENCE OF HARMONICS
Utilities have traditionally considered the harmonics due to large single loads to
be the main source of harmonics in power systems. Household loads were not
considered to be hazardous in terms of power quality until a few years back. However,
with the proliferation of single phase power electronics-based consumer loads, the
focus has slowly shifted to these loads. Rectifier front ends used in such loads (typically,
full wave rectifiers) are rich in harmonics, especially 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics. As a
result, these loads create their own set of problems, such as local distortion of voltage.
This chapter analyzes the effects of harmonic voltage distortion on single phase
capacitor run induction motors. Subsequent chapters are devoted to explaining the
filtering phenomenon first discussed in chapter 1. Finally, the last chapter is devoted to
a theoretical redesign of the capacitor run induction motor and conclusions.
2.1 Objective
In chapter 1, we outlined a phenomenon where the capacitor run single phase
induction motor acts as a harmonic filter. This implies that there is some sort of
frequency dependence in machine impedance. This would imply that the motor actually
draws different values of current for harmonics of different frequencies. The objective
of this chapter is to understand and characterize this frequency dependence of machine
impedance. We try to understand the characteristics of supply voltage that have an
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influence on the amount of harmonic current that the motor draws. We try to
understand the reason for the frequency dependence of machine impedance. Lastly, we
attempt to characterize this frequency dependence and try to find out if there are ways
and means of predicting this dependence so that the motor behavior as a filter can be
understood.
2.2 Approach
As explained previously in chapter 1, it is very difficult to simulate the single
phase induction motor in running condition because of the complexity of the
mathematical model and difficulty in measuring actual motor parameters such as rotor
resistance, rotor inductance and magnetizing reactance. This makes it difficult and time
consuming to verify the accuracy of the results produced by simulation. Further, the fact
that this study requires knowledge of motor parameters at harmonic frequencies
complicates the matter further. As a result, it was decided not to use simulation to
predict motor behavior in running condition. Instead, it was decided to actually recreate
the conditions under which cap run single phase induction motors behave in the way
described previously. This experimental approach has been followed throughout the
rest of this document. The process of recreating motor operating conditions, data
recording and analysis of results have been explained in subsequent sections.
In order to understand the effects of single phase power electronics based loads on
the power system, it was essential to recreate the local voltage distortion created by
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such loads at the buses where single phase induction motors are connected. Rectifier
loads are normally a rich source of third (and indeed odd harmonics of higher order)
harmonic currents. With the proliferation of such loads, the amount of voltage
distortion produced on buses increases, as the harmonic current flows through the
system impedance causing a significant local voltage distortion at buses. In order to
reproduce the conditions under which single phase induction motors connected to such
buses operate, distorted voltage was imposed on the motors using a linear amplifier
with a coupled signal generator inside it. Although the linear amplifier is capable of
supplying full load motor current, it is incapable of supplying the high inrush current
drawn by the motor as it starts (typically motors draw 6-10 times their rated current at
start). To overcome this problem, a separate ‘dynamometer’ style test bench was
created. The dynamometer consists of a 5 HP, 3-phase, inverter duty induction motor
which is driven through a 15 HP drive. The single phase induction motor under test is
coupled to the 3-phase motor and run up to desired speed (commanded through the
drive). After the whole system has reached desired speed, the desired voltage waveform
is imposed on the single phase induction motor using the linear amplifier. The whole
system offers the following features:
1. Variable loading conditions can be achieved by varying the speed of the driving
motor (3-phase induction motor in this case).
2. Minute variations in system speed can be achieved by the use of the drive
system. This offers greater control on the setup.
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3. Because the single phase induction motor is run up to speed using this system,
there is no problem of inrush current. As a result, there is no risk of harming the
linear amplifier.
There is a possibility of regeneration through the three phase induction motor i.e. in
case the induction motor is driven externally at a speed higher than commanded by the
drive, it acts as a generator and delivers electrical power back to the supply. In case of
regeneration, the DC bus voltage of the drive increases. This outcome is taken care of by
the usage of a regenerative unit that converts and feeds the regenerative power of the
motor back into the grid. The entire setup has been explained in the diagram below:
3 phase 480 V,
AC supply

15 HP sensorless drive

Elgar Linear
amplifier

Regenerative unit

1-ph motor under test

3-ph motor

M

M

Figure 2.1. Layout diagram of the testing assembly
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A practical problem encountered during the course of experimental work, in this
particular setup, is back emf due to residual magnetism i.e. in case the rotor of the
single phase induction motor has some pre-existing magnetism on it, it will act as a
generator when provided external mechanical power. When the single phase induction
motor is driven up using external mechanical power, there is a significant amount of
back emf generated because of the pre-existing residual magnetism in the rotor iron. In
some cases, this back emf has been measured to be as high as 70-90 V. In order to
protect sensitive equipment such as the linear amplifier from back emf, the motor is
started up with an external short circuit (zero voltage) already imposed on it. This is an
added precaution because the bipolar junction transistors inside such amplifiers are not
meant to handle high reverse voltages across their terminals. A contactor is used to
achieve the switch between short circuit voltage to the rated motor voltage. This setup
has been shown below. The entire circuitry offers the advantage of flexibility of control.
In case of contingency, 5 V DC supply is used to disconnect the linear amplifier from the
motor. The setup has been shown below:
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5V DC contact control

40A
fuses

Elgar Linear
Amplifier
Contactor
Conta
ctor
power

120V
AC

To Motor

Figure 2.2. Linear amplifier protection circuit
In order to understand the effect of voltage harmonics on the single phase
induction motor, it was decided to first of all understand the various conditions of
supply voltage that had an effect on the current harmonics drawn by the motor. To
clarify further, when testing the motor for its response to harmonics present in voltage,
it is necessary to understand the characteristics of harmonic voltage that have the
maximum impact on the motor. For example, it is necessary to know whether the motor
is sensitive to the phase angle or amplitude of harmonic voltage present in supply
voltage. It may be the case that the motor may be affected by the frequency of the
harmonic present in voltage or the loading condition under which tests have been
carried out. To this effect, the following table was created which was used to
characterize the input parameters which affected machine current:
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Percentage of
3rd harmonic

Phase
angle of
3rd
harmonic

00

900

1800

2700

0%
2.5%
Motor line current measured in response to specified conditions

5%
7.5%

Table 2.1. Table indicating the pattern of recording data for various voltage test
conditions used
The above table served as the blueprint in order to understand the basics of machine
response to various conditions of voltage harmonic injected into the fundamental
voltage wave. In order to extend the results to more than one data point, the following
motors were used for testing:
Make

Power

Volts

Amps

Phases RPM

A.O.Smith
Dayton

2HP
0.75HP

115/230
115/208-230

18/9
7.2/3.8-3.6

1
1

Poles Run cap
size
1725 4
30µf
1725 4
45µf

Marathon

1.5HP

115/230

15.8/7.9

1

3450 2

Table 2.2. Nameplate data of motors under test
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15µf

Finally, in order to understand the effect of loading upon the output, some of the tests
were conducted at different speeds and the data was recorded accordingly.
2.3 Results and discussion
Testing with the above created matrix throws up the following interesting
results:
a. Single phase induction motors are extremely sensitive to harmonic amplitude.
This observation can be illustrated with the help of the data that is recovered
from the matrix of experiments that has been outlined above.
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5
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-15
-20

Figure 2.3a. Plot of 2HP induction motor current at sinusoidal input voltage at a speed of
1790 rpm
A quick fast Fourier transform of the above wave shapes throws up the following data
for the composition of the motor current:
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Figure 2.3b. Plot of harmonic currents as a percentage of the fundamental. Note that 3 rd
harmonic current is close to 16% in this case.
When the same experiment is repeated for the same motor with a 2.5%, 5% and 7.5%
3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with the fundamental at a phase angle of zero
degrees, we get the following results:
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Figure 2.4a. Plot of motor current with a 2.5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with
the fundamental for a 2HP cap start single phase induction motor.

Figure 2.4b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. Note
that 3rd harmonic content is approximately 3.87% in this case.
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Figure 2.5a. Plot of motor current with a 5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with
the fundamental at an angle of 0, for a 2HP motor.

Figure 2.5b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. Note
that 3rd harmonic current content jumps up to 9% in this case.
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Figure 2.6a. Plot of motor current with a 7.5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with
the fundamental at an angle of 0, for a 2HP motor.

Figure 2.6b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. Note
that 3rd harmonic current content jumps up to 22% in this case.
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In order to generalize the findings, the same experiment, when repeated with a
0.75 HP motor yields the following results:
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Figure 2.7a. Plot of 0.75HP induction motor current at sinusoidal input voltage at a
speed of 1790rpm

Figure 2.7b. Plot of harmonic currents as a percentage of the fundamental. Note that 3rd
harmonic current is approximately 1.73% in this case.
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Figure 2.8a. Plot of motor current with a 2.5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with
the fundamental at an angle of 0, for a 0.75HP motor.

Figure 2.8b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. Note
that 3rd harmonic content is approximately 11% in this case.
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Figure 2.9a. Plot of motor current with a 5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with
the fundamental at an angle of 0, for a 0.75HP motor.

Figure 2.9b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. Note
that 3rd harmonic content is approximately 21% in this case.
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Figure 2.10a. Plot of motor current with a 7.5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with
the fundamental at an angle of 0, for a 0.75 HP motor.

Figure 2.10b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. Note
that 3rd harmonic current content jumps up to 32% in this case.
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The results from the waveforms shown above have been summarized in the
tables below:
Motor power

2HP

Speed

1790 rpm

Harmonic voltage
present in supply
0% (pure sinusoid)
2.5% 3rd harmonic
5% 3rd harmonic
7.5% 3rd harmonic

Harmonic
recorded
16% 3rd
3.87% 3rd
9% 3rd
22% 3rd

current

Table 2.3. Summary of results testing for sensitivity to harmonic voltage amplitude for a
2HP single phase induction motor.
Motor power

0.75HP

Speed

1790 rpm

Harmonic voltage
present in supply
0% (pure sinusoid)
2.5% 3rd harmonic
5% 3rd harmonic
7.5% 3rd harmonic

Harmonic
recorded
1.73% 3rd
11% 3rd
21% 3rd
32% 3rd

current

Table 2.4. Summary of results testing for sensitivity to harmonic voltage amplitude for a
0.75HP single phase induction motor.
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The above plots clearly illustrate the relationship between voltage distortion and
current harmonic distortion. It shows that small increases in voltage distortion
percentages lead to abnormally large increases in the percentage of third harmonic in
the motor current. When voltage distortion is increased from 2.5% to 5%, the
percentage of third harmonic in the motor current goes up from 3.87% to 9% while an
increase in voltage distortion from 5% to 7.5% causes the percentage of third harmonic
to go up to 22%, in the case of a 2HP motor. On the other hand, in the case of a 0.75HP
induction motor, the harmonic content of current goes from 11% to 21% to 32% under
the same test conditions. Thus, it can be concluded that the single phase motor is
extremely sensitive to the amplitude of the harmonic injected into the fundamental
voltage wave.

b. Cap run single phase induction motors are less sensitive to the harmonic phase
angle. This case has been shown by showing the current waveforms, when the
same amount of 3rd harmonic voltage is superimposed with the fundamental
voltage wave for various values of the phase angle.
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Figure 2.11a. Plot of motor current with a 7.5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with
the fundamental at an angle of 90o, for a 0.75 HP motor.

As shown previously in fig 2.10a, when a 3rd harmonic voltage of amplitude equal to
approximately 7.5% of the fundamental wave is superimposed with the fundamental at
an angle of 00, the current distortion goes up to approximately 32%. A quick Fourier
transform of the current waveforms corresponding to such a voltage waveform where
the phase angle is increased to 900, 1800 and 2700 yields some interesting results that
have been outlined below. Please note that this test has been carried out at an imposed
machine speed of 1790 rpm.
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Figure 2.11b: Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental
corresponding to a voltage wave with 7.5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed at an
angle of 900 . The 3rd harmonic in the current is approximately 32% showing little change
from the numbers outlined in fig 2.10b.
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Figure 2.12a. Plot of motor current with a 7.5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with
the fundamental at an angle of 1800, for a 0.75 HP motor.

Figure 2.12b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. Note
that 3rd harmonic current is 30% of the fundamental here.
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Figure 2.13a. Plot of motor current with a 7.5% 3rd harmonic voltage superimposed with
the fundamental at an angle of 2700, for a 0.75 HP motor.

Figure 2.13b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. Note
that 3rd harmonic current is 30% of the fundamental here.
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As further proof, the experiment described above is repeated for the 11 th harmonic and
the results are shown below:
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Figure 2.14a. Plot of motor current with a 7.5% 11th harmonic voltage superimposed
with the fundamental at an angle of 00, for a 0.75 HP motor.

Figure 2.14b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. 11 th
harmonic current is approximately 24.5% of the fundamental.
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Figure 2.15a. Plot of motor current with a 7.5% 11th harmonic voltage superimposed
with the fundamental at an angle of 900, for a 0.75 HP motor.

Figure 2.15b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. 11 th
harmonic current is approximately 23% of the fundamental.
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Figure 2.16a. Plot of motor current with a 7.5% 11th harmonic voltage superimposed
with the fundamental at an angle of 1800, for a 0.75 HP motor.

Figure 2.16b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. 11 th
harmonic current is approximately 23.75% of the fundamental.
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Figure 2.17a. Plot of motor current with a 7.5% 11th harmonic voltage superimposed
with the fundamental at an angle of 2700, for a 0.75 HP motor.

Figure 2.17b. Plot of motor current harmonics as a percentage of the fundamental. 11 th
harmonic current is approximately 24.3% of the fundamental.
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The results can be conveniently summarized in the two tables shown below:
Motor power

0.75HP

Harmonic voltage Phase angle of Harmonic
present in supply
harmonic voltage
recorded
o
0
32% 3rd
7.5% 3rd harmonic 90o
32% 3rd
o
180
30% 3rd
270o
30% 3rd

current

Table 2.5. Summary of results testing for sensitivity to harmonic voltage phase angle for
a 0.75HP single phase induction motor.
Motor power

0.75HP

Harmonic voltage Phase angle of Harmonic current
present in supply
harmonic voltage
recorded
o
0
24.5% 11th
th
o
7.5% 11 harmonic 90
23% 11th
180o
23.75% 11th
270o
24.3% 11th

Table 2.6. Summary of results testing for sensitivity to harmonic voltage phase angle for
a 0.75HP single phase induction motor.
As observed from the above given tables, the phase angle of the voltage
harmonic has little to no effect on the harmonic content in the motor current. The
current follows the voltage in the sense of phase shift i.e. the phase angle of the current
harmonic shifts as the phase angle of the voltage harmonic is shifted. There is no overall
worsening in motor current waveform as the phase angle of the voltage harmonic is
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shifted around. Thus, it is concluded that the cap run single phase induction motor is
relatively less sensitive to harmonic phase angle.
Explanation based on the double revolving field theory
One of the crucial differences between a capacitor start and capacitor run single phase
induction motor and other motors is that in a capacitor run machine, a capacitor is
permanently placed in the circuit. This leads in part to a behavior that is normally not
expected from induction machines. As mentioned before, the start capacitor in such
machines is larger of the two capacitors and is used to create a rotating magnetic field
which provides starting torque for the machine. This capacitor is disconnected from the
machine circuit as it reaches a speed close to its running speed. The run capacitor in a
single phase induction motor is connected in the circuit even in running condition.
While the start capacitor is selected in such a way as to make the phase
difference between the auxiliary and main winding field as close to 90 degrees as
possible , the run capacitor has a different set of criteria for its design. The run capacitor
is selected in such a way as to provide a perfectly ‘circular’ rotating magnetic field shape
in the air gap and to maintain the power factor near unity [6]. The existence of a circular
magnetic field in the air gap of the machine implies that the mmf produced by the main
winding and that produced by the auxiliary winding are nearly equal. This can be proved
analytically as follows [6]:
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Since the two stator windings are displaced in space by 90 0, using ‘x’ and ‘y’ to be the
mmfs of the main and auxiliary windings, we can write:

In the above equations,
windings respectively and

and

are the winding factors of the main and auxiliary
and

are the number of turns in the respective

windings. Equations 27 and 28 can be rewritten as shown below:

Equation 29 represents the general equation of an ellipse. However, when

, the

equation represents that of a circle. Hence, in the case of a capacitor run motor, if the
capacitor is sized to produce a perfectly circular magnetic field in the air gap, the mmf
produced by the two stator windings is equal. This further means that, according to the
double revolving field theory, the air gap will have no backward rotating component of
magnetic field. This can be shown as follows:
The winding density of the motor is a sinusoidal function of the distance around
the periphery [1]. Let this distance be ‘x’ and let the winding pitch be ‘λ’. Then the
winding density of the main and auxiliary winding can be represented as follows:
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Where

is the winding density of the main winding and

is the winding density of

the auxiliary winding.
The currents flowing through the main and auxiliary winding can be represented as:

(

)

Therefore, the current density per square inch of the periphery of the machine is given
as:

The use of trigonometric identities gives:

(

(

(

)

(

)

)

)

The mmf at any point in the air gap of the machine is equal to the integral of the total
current density at that point. The total current density at any point on the periphery of
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the machine is equal to the sum of equation 36 and 37. Inserting the condition from
above, of the two mmfs produced by each winding being equal implies:

In such a case, an addition of equation 36 and 37 leaves us with the forward rotating
component only. Thus, the condition of a circular magnetic field in the air gap implies
that there is only a forward rotating magnetic field in the air gap.

Phase dependence of current
In the case of a single phase induction motor without a run capacitor, an ellipse
shaped magnetic field exists in the air gap. The machine in this case has a significant
backward rotating magnetic field. Motor current is a sum of the exciting current and the
rotor current. In the case of this machine, the exciting current is non-sinusoidal.
Moreover, the backward rotating field produces a significant voltage drop across the
non-linear rotor reactance as compared to the voltage drop across the rotor resistance.
Hence, when rated sinusoidal voltage is applied to such a motor, it produces a nonsinusoidal current. Now, if a harmonic component is superimposed onto the
fundamental voltage, it produces its own component of current. Considering that the
current produced by the fundamental voltage is non-sinusoidal to begin with, the
component of motor current produced by the harmonic voltage may either add to or
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subtract from the current produced by the fundamental. Thus, the motor current, in the
case of a motor without a run capacitor is harmonic phase shift dependent. [7,8]

Figure 2.18a. Example illustration of the current produced by fundamental voltage and
the harmonic voltage components of supply for a non-capacitor run motor.
In the case of a capacitor run motor, when rated fundamental voltage is applied to the
motor, a circular magnetic field rotating at synchronous speed is set up in the air gap. As
a result, the exciting current drawn by the machine is almost sinusoidal. Moreover, as
proved earlier, the backward rotating component of the field is zero. The forward
rotating component of the rotor current is of the quasi-DC type [6] and produces very
little voltage drop across the rotor reactance. As a result, in spite of the fact that the
rotor reactance is non-linear, rotor current remains more or less sinusoidal. Thus, the
overall current drawn by the machine remains sinusoidal. When a harmonic component
is superimposed onto the fundamental voltage, it produces its own component of
machine current. However, since the main component of current, produced by the
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fundamental voltage, is sinusoidal, this current produced by the harmonic voltage
component does not actually increase the total harmonic spectrum of the machine
current. The harmonic current merely follows the shift in phase angle of the harmonic
voltage, with reference to the fundamental voltage. In other words, the harmonic
content of machine current is independent of phase angle, as has been observed in the
test results.

Figure 2.18b. Example illustration of the current produced by fundamental voltage and
the harmonic voltage components of supply for a capacitor run motor.

c. Cap run single phase induction motors are extremely sensitive to the order of
harmonic that is present in supply voltage. In order to verify this fact, the matrix
of experiments was repeated with harmonic voltages of different orders being
injected into the supply voltage. The effect of these changes on the motor was
carefully recorded and the results for a 0.75 HP motor have been shown below.
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Figure 2.19a. Plot of motor current in response to a 7.5% 5 th harmonic voltage
superimposed with the fundamental at an angle of 900. Waveforms have been recorded
at a motor speed of 1790 rpm.

Figure 2.19b. Representation of motor current spectrum with the harmonics indicated
as a percentage of the fundamental. 5th harmonic content in current is approximately
68%.
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Figure 2.20a. Plot of motor current in response to a 7.5% 7 th harmonic voltage
superimposed with the fundamental at an angle of 900.

Figure 2.20b. Representation of motor current spectrum with the harmonics indicated
as a percentage of the fundamental. 7th harmonic content in current is approximately
43%.
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Figure 2.21a. Plot of motor current in response to a 7.5% 9 th harmonic voltage
superimposed with the fundamental at an angle of 900.

Figure 2.21b. Representation of motor current spectrum with the harmonics indicated
as a percentage of the fundamental. 9th harmonic content in current is approximately
31%.
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The results have been summarized in the following table:
Motor power

0.75HP

Speed

Harmonic voltage
present in supply
7.5% 3rd
7.5% 5th
7.5% 7th
7.5% 9th

1790 rpm

Harmonic
recorded
32% 3rd
68% 5th
43% 7th
31% 9th

current

Table 2.7. Summary of results for a test conducted to understand motor sensitivity to
the order of harmonic present in the supply.
Based on the previous sections, one pattern becomes clear. As stated in the
introduction, the motor voltage-current relationship is non-linear. As one extends the
frequency spectrum of the test of voltage-current, it becomes apparent that machine
impedance varies with frequency. The motor has a tendency to ‘amplify’ current
distortion i.e. the relationship between voltage harmonic amplitude and current
harmonic amplitude is ‘non-linear’. The relationship between machine harmonic voltage
and harmonic current is such that small increases in voltage amplitude result in
disproportionately large increases in current amplitude. However, this ‘amplification’ of
current is again non-linear, indicating strong frequency dependence as seen from the
amplitudes of various harmonic currents. It is seen that for 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th and 11th
harmonics injected at the same phase angle, various values of current harmonic are
obtained. Above all the machine does not amplify across the entire frequency spectrum;
it only magnifies the current harmonic corresponding to the voltage harmonic frequency
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injected. Thus, it can be concluded that the cap run single phase induction motor is
extremely sensitive to harmonic order. The causes of this frequency dependence have
been investigated in subsequent sections.
d. The motor is not sensitive to loading condition. In order to verify this fact, one
part of the matrix of experiments was repeated with the speed changed from
1790 rpm to 1725 rpm. The results have been shown below:
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Figure 2.22a: Plot of motor currents when a voltage with 2.5% 3 rd harmonic content
superimposed with the fundamental at an angle of 90 0 is applied to a 0.75 HP induction
motor at an imposed motor speed of 1790 rpm.
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Figure 2.22b: Representation of motor current spectrum with the harmonics indicated
as a percentage of the fundamental(3.6A) for fig 2.22a. 3rd harmonic content in current
is approximately 0.39A (11%).
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Figure 2.23a. Plot of motor currents when a voltage with 2.5% 3 rd harmonic content
superimposed with the fundamental at an angle of 90 0 is applied to a 0.75 HP induction
motor at an imposed motor speed of 1725 rpm (full load speed of the motor).
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Figure 2.23b. Representation of motor current spectrum with the harmonics indicated
as a percentage of the fundamental (14.26A) for fig 2.23a. 3rd harmonic content in
current is approximately 0.4A (3%). Thus, fundamental current drawn by the motor has
increased while the 3rd harmonic current has remained the same.
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Figure 2.24a. Plot of motor currents when a voltage with 5% 3 rd harmonic content
superimposed with the fundamental at an angle of 90 0 is applied to a 0.75 HP induction
motor at an imposed motor speed of 1790 rpm.
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Figure 2.24b. Representation of motor current spectrum with the harmonics indicated
as a percentage of the fundamental (3.47A) for fig 2.24a. 3rd harmonic content in
current is approximately 0.74A (21%).
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Figure 2.25a. Motor currents with a voltage containing 5% 3rd harmonic superimposed
with the fundamental at an angle of 900. Machine is running at 1725 rpm (full load
speed) in this experiment.
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Figure 2.25b. Representation of motor current spectrum with the harmonics indicated
as a percentage of the fundamental (13.8A) for fig 2.25a. 3rd harmonic content in
current is approximately 0.74A (5.3%), same as the previous case.
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Figure 2.26a. Motor currents with a voltage containing 7.5% 3rd harmonic superimposed
with the fundamental at an angle of 900. Machine is running at an imposed speed of
1790 rpm in this experiment
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Figure 2.26b. Representation of motor current spectrum with the harmonics indicated
as a percentage of the fundamental (3.42A) for fig 2.26a. 3rd harmonic content is approx.
1.088A (32%).
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Figure 2.27a. Motor currents with a voltage containing 7.5% 3rd harmonic superimposed
with the fundamental at an angle of 900. Machine is running at its full load speed of
1725 rpm in this case.
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Figure 2.27b: Representation of motor current spectrum with the harmonics indicated
as a percentage of the fundamental (13.5%) for fig 2.27a. 3rd harmonic content is
approx. 1.088A, same as the previous case.
The results of the above test have been summarized in the table below:
Motor power

0.75HP

Harmonic voltage Speed
present in supply
2.5% 3rd
1790 rpm
1725 rpm
rd
5% 3
1790 rpm
1725 rpm
rd
7.5% 3
1790 rpm
1725 rpm

Harmonic
recorded
0.39 A
0.4 A
0.74 A
0.74 A
1.088 A
1.088 A

current

Table 2.8. Summary of results testing for sensitivity to loading condition for a 0.75HP
single phase induction motor.
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The above experiments were conducted in order to characterize machine performance
in the presence of harmonic infested voltage. It was essential to know the factors that
affect the amount of current harmonic that a motor draws, in the presence of voltage
harmonics. On the basis of the above given table of experiments, it is concluded that the
single phase induction motor is sensitive to the order of the harmonic present in voltage
and its amplitude. However, it is not so sensitive to the phase angle of the voltage
harmonic and the amount of harmonic current drawn in response to a change in phase
angle of the voltage harmonic remains the same.
2.4 Reasons for machine behavior
In order to investigate the cause for the aforementioned non-linear relationship
between motor voltage and current harmonics, it became necessary to pinpoint the
origin of the current harmonic ‘amplification’. The following paths were chosen for
investigation:
a. Saturation: Saturation in the motor would definitely increase the amount of
current the motor would draw for a given voltage at a given frequency.
b. Transformer effect: Since the main and auxiliary winding in a single phase
induction motor are 900 apart in space from each other, ideally there should be
no mutual inductance between the two windings. However, any sort of mutual
inductance through a ‘transformer effect’ would definitely explain machine
current amplification at a given frequency and amplitude of voltage.
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c. Resonance in the auxiliary winding: The auxiliary winding of the cap run single
phase induction machine is a simple RLC circuit as it is connected in series with
the run capacitor and the start capacitor (which gets disconnected in running
condition by a centrifugal switch). Moreover, as discussed in the previous
section, the machine is extremely sensitive to harmonic order. In fact, the
machine ‘amplification’ of various harmonic orders is also skewed. This would
indicate that the machine actually offers different impedance values to different
frequencies and has a resonant point at a certain frequency.
Investigation
As pointed out in the previous section, the machine behavior as an amplifier of
current harmonics is non-linear. Further, it depends upon harmonic order. In order to
establish machine behavior with changing harmonic order, it became necessary to
understand the changes in machine behavior with frequency. In order to achieve this, it
was determined to carry out a frequency sweep on the motor in running condition.
However, this is not possible practically because of the fact that the machine turns into
a generator at values of slip that are negative. Thus, as the machine is swept at various
frequency values (holding the voltage constant), it makes a transition from generator to
motor when the frequency makes a transition around the 60 Hz point. Thus, the
machine impedance goes from negative to positive, rendering the results of a physical
frequency sweep in running condition completely redundant. Thus, the frequency
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sweep data was obtained from the preceding data itself. The values of the voltage and
current at a particular frequency yield the impedance of the machine at that frequency.
Since the value of distortion does not change with phase angle, this data is phase angle
independent. Thus it is possible to characterize machine frequency response as shown
below:

Machine impedance at various amplitudes of
voltage harmonic
Machine Impedanc (in ohms)
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harmonic)
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Figure 2.28. Machine impedance plotted against harmonic order for a 0.75 HP single
phase induction motor
An initial look at Fig 2.28 suggests that the motor looks like a resonant circuit as
seen through the input terminals. In case resonance does occur in the motor, the only
source of this particular resonance can be the auxiliary winding circuit. At this particular
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point, it would be helpful to look at the plot of the phase angle. However, the motor
current, as explained in chapter 1 is a sum of the auxiliary winding and main winding
current. Hence, in such a case, it is difficult to observe the shift in phase angle indicating
a transition in the nature of the circuit from inductive to capacitive.
In order to overcome the problem outlined in the previous paragraph and
establish that the ‘amplification’ in current distortion is indeed being caused due to
resonance in the auxiliary winding circuit, a few more tests were conducted. One of
these tests was conducted as a repetition of an earlier test, albeit with the auxiliary
winding circuit open-circuited. In this particular test, 7.5% harmonic frequency was
superimposed with the fundamental voltage and this particular signal was then applied
to the motor. The signal was varied with respect to the harmonic frequency injected and
the phase angle of the frequency. The results have been recorded in amps and as a
percentage of the fundamental frequency. In this case, it is likely that the amount of
current drawn at various frequencies will change. Hence, it is useful to indicate the
current in amps and as a percentage. The results have been indicated in table 2.8, to
bring out the contrast between the motor harmonic current when the auxiliary winding
is connected and when it is not connected.
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Figure 2.29a.

Plot of motor current when a voltage with 7.5% 3rd harmonic

superimposed with the fundamental is applied to a 0.75 HP motor with its aux. winding
open circuited.

Figure 2.29b. Plot of motor currents indicated as a percentage of the fundamental for
figure 2.29a. Fundamental current = 7.488 A, 3rd harmonic current = 1.53A (20%)
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Figure 2.30a. Plot of motor current when a voltage with 7.5% 5 th harmonic
superimposed with the fundamental is applied to a 0.75 HP motor with its aux. winding
open circuited.

Figure 2.30b. Plot of motor currents indicated as a percentage of the fundamental for
figure 2.30a. Fundamental current = 7.4449 A, 5th harmonic current = 0.9788 (13.1%)
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Figure 2.31a. Plot of motor current when a voltage with 7.5% 7 th harmonic
superimposed with the fundamental is applied to a 0.75 HP motor with its aux. winding
open circuited.

Figure 2.31b. Plot of motor currents indicated as a percentage of the fundamental for
figure 2.31a. Fundamental current = 7.4449 A, 7th harmonic current = 0.717 (9.6%)
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Figure 2.32a. Plot of motor current when a voltage with 7.5% 9 th harmonic
superimposed with the fundamental is applied to a 0.75 HP motor with its aux. winding
open circuited.

Figure 2.32b. Plot of motor currents indicated as a percentage of the fundamental for
figure 2.33a. Fundamental current = 7.4327 A, 9th harmonic current = 0.5715 (7.6%)
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Figure 2.33a. Plot of motor current when a voltage with 7.5% 11 th harmonic
superimposed with the fundamental is applied to a 0.75 HP motor with its aux. winding
open circuited.

Figure 2.33b. Plot of motor currents indicated as a percentage of the fundamental for
figure 2.33a. Fundamental current = 7.41 A, 11th harmonic current = 0.4753 (6.4%)
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In order to contrast the results shown here with the results of tests conducted with
machine auxiliary winding connected, the following table is presented to contrast the
two cases:
Aux winding connected

Aux winding removed

Harmonic Fundamental Harmonic %
injected

Fundamental Harmonic %

current

current

harmonic current

current

harmonic

(in amps)

(in amps)

current

(in amps)

(in amps)

current

7.5% 3rd

3.4242

1.0875

31.59

7.488

1.53

20

7.5% 5th

3.6377

2.480

68.17

7.445

0.9788

13.1

7.5% 7th

3.5675

1.5326

42.96

7.445

0.717

9.6

7.5% 9th

3.5190

1.0917

31.02

7.4327

0.5715

7.6

7.5% 11th

3.4828

0.8114

23.29

7.41

0.4753

6.4

Table 2.9. Comparison of harmonic current drawn by a 0.75 HP single phase induction
motor with and without the auxiliary winding connected in the motor circuit.
The above table shows the difference in the amount of harmonic current drawn,
with and without the auxiliary winding in the motor circuit. It shows that the amount of
harmonic current drawn by the motor goes down drastically when the auxiliary winding
is removed from the circuit. Quite clearly, the source of the harmonic current
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amplification lies in the auxiliary winding. The evidence presented in Table 2.9 along
with that shown in Figure 2.29 is sufficient to conclude that the RLC circuit in the
auxiliary winding resonates at a frequency close to the 5 th harmonic and this causes an
excessive amount of harmonic current to be drawn by the machine. Further proof of this
phenomenon, in the form of an actual frequency sweep of the machine auxiliary
winding at standstill has been shown in the sections to come. Further, a theoretical
calculation of machine resonant frequency has been shown thereafter.
Problems with frequency sweeping the machine in running condition
It is important to understand that there are problems with trying to establish the
frequency response of the machine in running condition. First of all, because the motor
turns into a generator if fed from a voltage source with frequency below 60 Hz (and
provided mechanical power externally at a speed above established synchronous
speed), the machine impedance cannot be characterized below this frequency. This
implies that in order to establish machine impedance response, a fundamental
frequency which establishes synchronous speed (and hence fundamental slip) in the
motor must always be present in the voltage supply. This prevents the machine from
being run in generation mode. However, the presence of the fundamental voltage now
makes it difficult to observe the frequency response of the motor. Because the current
absorbed by the motor is the sum of the current due to the fundamental component of
voltage and its harmonic component (as required by superposition), the current will
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never truly represent motor response to the harmonic voltage only. Moreover, it will be
difficult to observe resonance in the auxiliary circuit because the current is basically
composed of fundamental and harmonic current as opposed to harmonic only. For
these reasons, it is necessary to observe the behavior of the machine windings at
standstill. At standstill, it is actually possible to see the change in impedance of machine
windings when the frequency of supply voltage is changed. However, since the two
windings are not coupled magnetically at standstill, it is still necessary to establish
machine frequency response in the running condition and if possible, correlate it to the
machine response at standstill. As a last point in the our explanation of motor frequency
sweep, consider the scenario where the single phase induction motor is being driven at
a speed of 1775 rpm through the dynamometer test bench and is being supplied
through a 60 Hz supply. The motor slip at this speed is given by:

In the above equation, the slip has a positive value, indicating that the machine is
‘motoring’. Now suppose that we change the motor frequency from 60 Hz to 59 Hz,
keeping the motor speed the same. The synchronous speed at this frequency is given by
1770 rpm. Therefore, the motor slip is now given by:
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The above expression indicates that the slip in this case now has a negative value. Thus,
the electromechanical machine now operates as a generator. This means that, if the
motor has to be swept for its frequency response, it must be done so at a speed that
corresponds to its motoring behavior. This can only be achieved by a constant change of
speed. This aspect makes it extremely hard for us to frequency sweep the machine in its
running condition. If we do indeed go ahead with the experiment, an erroneous graph,
like the one shown below results:

Figure 2.35. Machine impedance versus frequency in running condition. Notice that the
peak of impedance occurs around 60 Hz when the machine makes a transition from
motor to generator (indicating an erroneous result).
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Analysis of the RLC circuit of the auxiliary winding at standstill
At this point, it is important and informative to look at the RLC circuit of the
auxiliary winding a little more closely. The generic circuit diagram for the auxiliary
winding of a cap run single phase induction motor at standstill has been shown below:

ia

Ia

+

+
Ra

va

Ra

Va’
La

Zla

Ca

Zc

-

-

Figure 2.36. Circuit diagram of the auxiliary winding of a capacitor run single phase
induction motor.
On the basis of fig 2.35, we can write out the mathematical equations for the above
circuit as:
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Where the subscript ‘ ’ indicates auxiliary quantities.
resistance while
respectively. Further

and

is the auxiliary winding

represent winding inductive and capacitive reactance

is the auxiliary winding current while

is the auxiliary winding

voltage. Analyzing equation 38 a little more, we can write:

where

is auxiliary winding inductance and

is auxiliary winding capacitance. Thus,

we can write the value of auxiliary impedance phase angle as:

If

, then

. Let

|

|
√

Equations 41 and 42 give us the expression for the current amplitude and phase at a
given frequency

. Thus, these expressions give us the amplitude and phase

response of the RLC circuit as:
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Figure 2.37a. Graph of impedance versus frequency for a series RLC circuit (image taken
from http://www.electronics-tutorials.ws)

Figure 2.37b. Graph of current versus frequency for a series RLC circuit (image taken
from http://www.electronics-tutorials.ws)
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Figure 2.37c. Illustration of how the phase angle of the current varies with frequency for
a series RLC circuit (image taken from http://www.electronics-tutorials.ws)
The bandwidth of the above circuit is given by:

And its quality factor is given by
the circuit. When

where

is the resonant frequency of

, the circuit resonant frequency is approximately the geometric

mean of the half power frequencies (the frequencies at which current magnitude goes
to approximately 1/√2 times its maximum value).
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Simulation of the circuit with actual parameters
Now that we have established the theory behind the frequency response of an
RLC circuit, it is time to look at simulations of the frequency response of the auxiliary
windings of the single phase induction motors under test. The plots have been
generated in MATLAB and are basically plots of circuit current against frequency and
circuit impedance against frequency. The plots of impedance and current phase angles
against frequency have also been provided. These particular graphs have been created
using MATLAB’s bode plot generating functionality. It is important to understand that
the plots given here are plotted against angular frequency. The machine auxiliary
winding parameters have been measured and shown before the actual plots follow.
Machine parameters for the 0.75 HP induction machine:
Auxiliary winding resistance = 2.5 ohm
Auxiliary winding inductance = 7 mH
Auxiliary winding capacitance = 45 μf
The bode plots for the machine auxiliary input magnitude against phase have been given
on the next page. The center frequency i.e. the resonant frequency for this particular
combination, through simulations, comes out to be 1780 rad/sec. This translates to a
resonant frequency of 283.29 Hz. The bandwidth of the circuit is 360 and its quality
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factor is 4.94. In order to verify this result, actual testing was carried out on the motor at
standstill. These results have been shown in a later section.

Figure 2.38a. Frequency response plot of machine impedance for a 0.75hp single phase
motor.

Figure 2.38b. Frequency response plot of machine current for a 0.75hp single phase
motor.
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In a similar fashion, the plots for the 2HP motor can be generated with the following
parameters:
Auxiliary resistance = 3 ohm, auxiliary inductance = 20 mH, auxiliary capacitance = 30 μf

Figure 2.39a. Frequency response plot of machine impedance for a 2hp single phase
motor.

Figure 2.39b. Frequency response plot of machine current for a 2hp single phase motor.
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For the 2hp machine, bandwidth = 150 and Q = 8.6. The resonant angular frequency of
the circuit is found to be 1310 rad/sec. This translates to a resonant frequency of 208.43
Hz.
As a last data point, let us consider the 1.5HP single phase induction motor. The
parameters for the motor have been given below:
Auxiliary winding resistance = 5ohm, auxiliary inductance = 66mH and run capacitor
value = 15 μf. The Bode plot for the frequency response of the auxiliary winding of the
machine has been shown below.

Figure 2.40a. Frequency response plot of machine impedance for a 1.5HP single phase
motor.
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Figure 2.40b. Frequency response plot of circuit current for a 1.5HP single phase motor.
For the 1.5HP motor auxiliary circuit, Q=13.2 and bandwidth = 75. The resonant
frequency is predicted to be 1005 rad/sec which translates to 159.9 Hz.

Does the mathematical model reflect reality?
Now that we have the results for the modeling analysis of the auxiliary phase of
the two motors at standstill, it is important to compare these results with the results
obtained from an actual frequency sweep of the motors at standstill condition. The
results for the frequency sweep of the 0.75 HP motor have been shown first. Note that
the phase angle shown here reflects the phase angle of the current. I have assumed a
capacitive current to have a positive phase angle and an inductive current to have a
negative phase angle.
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Figure 2.41a. Motor impedance versus harmonic order plot for a 0.75HP motor.
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Figure 2.41b. Motor phase versus harmonic order plot for a 0.75HP motor.
A quick comparison of figures 2.40 and 2.41 reveals that the mathematical model does
indeed model the single phase induction motor reasonably accurately. The motor center
frequency predicted by the mathematical model is 283 Hz. A closer inspection of fig
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2.41b reveals that the frequency lies around 288 Hz. Looking at the nature of fig 2.41a, it
is also observed that the impedance plot is not symmetrical. This confirms the result of
the quality factor value of 4.9. This value indicates that the center frequency does not lie
in the middle of the two half power frequencies. This conclusion is now supported by
actual observations. To further test the accuracy of the mathematical model, it is also
necessary to look at the plot of machine impedance and phase angle for the 2HP motor.
These have been shown on the next page. Note that the mathematical model predicts
the center frequency of the auxiliary circuit to be around 208 Hz. The center frequency
based on actual experimentation, lies around 200 Hz. This completes the verification of
the mathematical model.
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Figure 2.42a. Motor auxiliary impedance versus harmonic order plot for a 2HP motor.
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Figure 2.42b. Motor auxiliary current phase angle versus harmonic order plot for a 2HP
motor.
Notice the similarities between the two figures in 2.41 and 2.42. The lack of symmetry
has already been predicted by the low value of the quality factor. Please note that the
experiment that produced the plots in figures 2.41 and 2.42 was conducted at standstill.
This eliminates the chance of coupling between the main and the auxiliary winding and
we get to look at the characteristics of the auxiliary winding and the main winding,
independent of each other. As a final data point, it is useful to look at the frequency
response plots for the 1.5HP single phase induction motor obtained at standstill. From
the plots it is seen that the resonant frequency is 162 Hz. The theoretical model
predicted this to be 160 Hz.
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Figure 2.43a. Motor auxiliary impedance versus harmonic order plot for a 1.5HP motor.
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Figure 2.43b. Motor auxiliary current phase angle versus harmonic order plot for a 1.5
HP motor.
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The machine at standstill
If we now add the main winding in parallel to the circuit shown in figure 2.34, we obtain
the circuit for the motor at standstill. This has been shown below:

It

Ia

Im

+

Ra

Rm

Va’=Vm’
Zla
Lm

Zc

-

Figure 2.44. Equivalent circuit of the single phase capacitor run induction motor at
standstill.
In figure 2.44, Vm’ is the main winding voltage, It is the total current drawn by the circuit
and Im and Ia are the currents drawn by the main and auxiliary windings respectively. Rm
and Lm indicate the main winding resistance and inductance respectively. The total
impedance (Zt) will be the equivalent of the main (Zm) and auxiliary impedance (Za)
connected in parallel. Thus,
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(

)

It is difficult to determine the characteristics of this particular circuit by mathematical
analysis by hand. However, a MATLAB simulation of the circuit gives us a frequency
response characterization of the circuit in terms of impedance and phase angle. This has
been shown below:

Figure 2.45. MATLAB simulation of the circuit shown in figure 2.43
The frequency response of the above circuit is found by using the analysis tools provided
in MATLAB’s ‘powergui’ utility provided in SIMULINK. The response has been shown
below using the parameters of the 0.75 HP motor.
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Figure 2.46. Frequency response of the 0.75 HP capacitor run single phase induction
motor.
Figure 2.46 indicates that the motor circuit overall, changes its nature from lagging to
leading near the resonant point. However, the circuit goes back to lagging thereafter.
Moreover, the impedance of the motor increases linearly up to a certain point,
decreases dramatically near the resonant point of the motor and then increases linearly
thereafter. At this point, it is necessary to know whether these results actually reflect
reality. The plots obtained from actual testing of the 0.75 HP motor at standstill have
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been shown below. They clearly show the accuracy of the MATLAB simulation. The plots
of impedance and phase angle match exactly with the plots shown in figure 2.45. It is
worth remembering here that the phase angle provided through actual testing is the
phase angle of the current. Negative phase angle indicates a lagging or an inductive
current while a positive phase angle indicates a leading or a capacitive current.
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Figure 2.47a. Frequency response of the 0.75 HP capacitor run single phase induction
motor obtained through a frequency sweep at standstill. Notice the similarity between
the plot provided here and that in figure 2.46.
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Figure 2.47b. Phase angle response of the 0.75 HP capacitor run single phase induction
motor obtained through a frequency sweep at standstill. Notice how the phase angle
goes to zero at a given frequency and then increases again.
The only difference between simulation and reality then is the fact that the phase angle
of the circuit does not actually go from lagging to leading. Rather, it goes to zero value at
a frequency that is less than the resonant frequency. A look at the actual frequency
response of the 2 HP motor, obtained via testing at standstill reveals a similar picture.
The only difference is that in the case of the 2HP motor, the dip in impedance at
resonant frequency is not as pronounced as that in the case of a 0.75 HP motor.
Moreover, in this case, the phase angle never approaches zero in the testing range,
which was from harmonic orders 1-10. These results have been shown on the next page.
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Figure 2.48a. Frequency response of the 2 HP capacitor run single phase induction
motor obtained through a frequency sweep at standstill. Notice the drop in impedance
near the resonant point.
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Figure 2.48b. Phase angle response of the 2 HP capacitor run single phase induction
motor obtained through a frequency sweep at standstill. Notice that the phase angle
never approaches zero in this case.
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Why does the machine behave the way it does?
The frequency response of the motor can be understood if we consider the main
and auxiliary winding responses separately. It has been established that the auxiliary
winding resonates at a certain frequency because of the presence of a run capacitor,
which in effect makes the auxiliary winding an RLC circuit. The main winding on the
other hand is an RL circuit and its impedance increases linearly with time. If we
superimpose these behaviors over each other, we get the composite plots shown below:
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Figure 2.49. Frequency response of the main, auxiliary and composite circuit of a
0.75HP single phase induction motor.
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Figure 2.49 clearly shows that the frequency response of the motor circuit is dictated by
the frequency response of its individual circuits. Thus, until the resonant frequency, the
machine impedance increases linearly. At resonant frequency the impedance of the
auxiliary decreases at a fast rate which shows up as a dramatic drop in impedance as
seen from the machine terminals. Thereafter, both the auxiliary and main winding
circuits are purely inductive and hence, motor impedance increases linearly thereafter.
Why does the machine phase angle approach zero before the resonant point of the
auxiliary circuit?
The fact that machine phase angle actually approaches zero at a frequency
below the resonant frequency of the auxiliary circuit as evidenced in figure 2.41 can be
explained mathematically as follows:
Restating equation 43:
(

)

Let the real and imaginary part of the main windings be represented by ‘ ’ and
that of the auxiliary winding be represented by

and

The admittance of the total circuit can be written out as:
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. Then we can write:

and

(

)

(

)

When the phase angle of the circuit becomes zero, it means that the circuit is purely
resistive. This implies that at this frequency, the imaginary part of equation 35 equals
zero. At the frequency where the total phase of the circuit becomes zero, we get:

Substituting for the variables

,

and , we can write:

For equation 37 to hold, the second term must have a negative value since the first term
cannot have a negative value (

where

is a positive value and

is always

positive because it represents the physical value of inductance which is always positive).
Since the denominator of the second term of the equation cannot be negative (it is the
sum of the squares of two values), we get:

Equation 38 can be rewritten as:

√
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Equation 39 implies that the frequency where the machine phase goes to zero must be
less than the resonant frequency of the auxiliary. This completes the mathematical
proof for our experimental observation.
Frequency sweep of the auxiliary circuit
In order to definitively establish that the auxiliary circuit of a 0.75 HP capacitor
run single phase induction motor does indeed resonate at a frequency close to the 5 th
(as shown in Figure 2.29), it is necessary to put the auxiliary current in perspective with
the harmonic voltage. As frequency increases, the inductance of the auxiliary increases
while the capacitance decreases. At the harmonic frequency, both reactances cancel
each other out so that the circuit is completely resistive and the harmonic voltage and
harmonic current flowing through the auxiliary are completely in phase. This has been
shown in theory and in simulations in the previous sections. As a final piece of evidence,
actual plots of machine voltage and total, main and auxiliary current have been provided
here. These are intended to provide the reader with a firsthand look at the data that has
been used to establish all the results and conclusions that have been provided in
previous sections. The results have been shown overleaf.
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Figure 2.50. Machine voltage, auxiliary winding current, main winding current and total
current at 60hz
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Figure 2.51. Machine voltage, auxiliary winding current, main winding current and total
current at 180hz
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Figure 2.52. Machine voltage, auxiliary winding current, main winding current and total
current at 240hz. Note the that the phase angle of the total current is zero in this case,
confirming the theory laid out in the previous sections.
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Figure 2.53. Machine voltage, auxiliary winding current, main winding current and total
current at 270hz.
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Figure 2.54. Machine voltage, auxiliary winding current, main winding current and total
current at 285hz. Note that the auxiliary current and voltage are now perfectly in phase,
indicating that 285hz is the resonant point of the motor.
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Figure 2.55. Machine voltage, auxiliary winding current, main winding current and total
current at 285hz. Note that the auxiliary current now lags voltage.
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The above given plots definitively establish that the auxiliary winding does indeed
resonate at 285hz, which is close to the 5th harmonic. Further, it also shows that the
total current of the motor is in phase with the total voltage at 240 Hz, which is below
the auxiliary winding resonant frequency and confirms our conclusion based on theory.
For the sake of convenience, only results for the 0.75HP motor have been shown here.
Tests carried out with the other two motors also show identical results.
Motor impedance in running condition
The previous section describes motor characteristics at standstill. However,
while this is important to understand the behavior of the motor, our modeling of the
single phase induction motor characteristics is not complete until we describe machine
characteristics in running condition. As pointed out before, at standstill, the main and
auxiliary windings are decoupled from each other. As a result, motor behavior at
standstill needs to be compared to its behavior in running condition. In order to do this,
we need to plot the frequency response of the machine at standstill on the same plot as
its response in the running condition. This has been shown below for the motors under
test:
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Figure 2.56a. Machine impedance in running condition and at standstill for a 2HP single
phase induction motor.
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Figure 2.56b. Machine auxiliary impedance in running condition and at standstill for a
2HP single phase induction motor.
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Figure 2.57a. Machine impedance in running condition and at standstill for a 0.75HP
single phase induction motor.
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Figure 2.57b. Machine auxiliary impedance in running condition and at standstill for a
0.75HP single phase induction motor.
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Figure 2.58a. Machine impedance in running condition and at standstill for a 1.5HP
single phase induction motor.
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Figure 2.58b. Machine auxiliary impedance in running condition and at standstill for a
1.5HP single phase induction motor.
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Effect of coupling
The most obvious difference, as seen from the above waveforms, between the
impedance of the motor in running condition and at standstill is that the motor
impedance value lowers during running condition. However, this is to be expected. As
observed from the double revolving field theory model of the capacitor run single phase
induction motor, there is coupling between the two windings during running condition
because of the forward and backward rotating fields of each winding. These fields
induce emfs in each winding. This alters the condition of the motor circuit in comparison
to its condition at standstill. As a result, there is a change in the impedance of the
motor.
It is also seen that while there is a change in machine impedance in running
condition, there is no change in the general characteristic of the impedance curve. To
simplify, there is no change in the frequency at which the auxiliary winding resonates
and the impedance of the motor goes to its minimum value. This is not wholly
unexpected. As pointed out in the last paragraph, the motor in running condition
represents a different circuit than at standstill. The difference between standstill and
running condition being that in running, we have to account for the induced emf in each
winding due to the backward and forward rotating fields of the other winding. However,
it needs to be remembered that resonance is a frequency dependent characteristic only.
As long as the emfs induced in each winding are at the same frequency as the supply
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frequency, the resonant frequency of the auxiliary winding will not change. And in fact,
the emfs induced in the auxiliary winding have the same frequency as the frequency of
the voltage applied to the winding. This is because the backward and forward rotating
fields have the same frequency as the supply frequency. Hence, the fact that the
resonant point of the auxiliary winding does not change in running condition can be
explained on the basis of the double revolving field theory.
Can we use motor analysis at standstill to predict performance in running condition?
As mentioned previously, it is not possible to frequency sweep the motor in its
running condition. However, as has been pointed out previously, the characteristics of
the bell curve that represents machine impedance response, does not change in
characteristics even in running condition. Thus, it is actually possible to frequency sweep
only the auxiliary winding of the motor at standstill and predict the frequency at which
the machine impedance will be at its lowest value. As has been explained previously, the
machine overall characteristic is a composite of the frequency characteristic of the main
and auxiliary winding. The impedance of the main winding increases linearly with
frequency while that impedance of the auxiliary follows a bell curve because of
resonance. Hence, the resonant point represents the lowest impedance that the
machine offers to frequencies other than the fundamental. Hence, if we frequency
sweep the machine auxiliary winding of the motor, we get an idea of the harmonic
frequency to which the motor will be most sensitive. This, in turn gives us an idea of the
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machine impedance at higher frequencies and will help us in predicting the ‘harmonic
filtering’ phenomenon outlined in chapter 1.
Theoretical prediction of the auxiliary resonant frequency
As seen in the previous sections, the impedance of a cap run single phase induction
motor is a function of the frequency of the voltage. Moreover, through a series of tests,
the auxiliary winding circuit of the motor was identified as the source of this peculiar
behavior. After some further testing, it was determined that resonance in the auxiliary
RLC circuit of the motor is the cause for ‘amplification’ of motor current distortion. The
effect can be outlined as follows: The main winding of a single phase induction motor is
an RL circuit while the auxiliary winding circuit of the cap run single phase induction
motor is an RLC circuit. For an RL circuit, the resistance is a function of frequency
through skin effect while the inductance is a linear function of frequency

.

Thus, as frequency increases the overall impedance of the RL circuit in the main winding
increases. On the other hand, for an RLC circuit, the impedance depends upon how close
the operating frequency is to the resonant frequency. As operating frequency
approaches the vicinity of the resonant frequency, the impedance of the circuit starts
decreasing. The rate of decrease increases as operating frequency approaches resonant
frequency. At resonant frequency, the inductive and capacitive reactances cancel each
other out. In other words, the circuit is purely resistive and the impedance of the circuit
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is at its lowest at this point. This is essentially what happens in the case of the auxiliary
winding circuit and gives the motor its characteristic behavior.
The amplification phenomenon in the case of single phase induction motor can
be understood in terms of superposition, now that the behavior of the two stator
windings has been established. When rated fundamental voltage is applied to the stator,
both the main and auxiliary winding draw some sinusoidal current (because of the
circular magnetic field, as explained earlier). However, when harmonic voltage is
superimposed on the fundamental voltage, the impedance of the auxiliary winding
changes in response to this higher frequency component. If the frequency component is
near the resonant frequency of the auxiliary circuit, the impedance of the circuit
decreases drastically. As a result, the motor draws a higher amount of current
corresponding to the harmonic component of the voltage. Thus, in the overall current
profile, the harmonic current appears disproportionately large and this leads to the
motor harmonic ‘amplification’ reported in [4].
The single phase rectifier front end loads commonly found in distribution
systems are rich in the odd harmonics, in particular the 3 rd and 5th harmonic. Based on
the experimental data recorded, it appears that the values of auxiliary winding
inductance and run capacitor, along with their tolerances, put the harmonic frequency
in the 3rd to 5th harmonic range. These numbers are further confirmed in literature in
[6].
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Based on the double revolving field theory, it is simple and useful to calculate the
resonant frequency of the auxiliary winding. The slip, in terms of harmonics is defined
as:

Where
order.

is the slip when the harmonic is used as the reference and

is the harmonic

represents synchronous speed i.e. the speed of the flux wave and

represents the speed of the rotor. As the harmonic order increases, the slip increases in
value and the rotor appears locked from the point of view of the flux wave. In such a
condition, the current drawn by the stator windings can be calculated independently. As
explained earlier, at resonant frequency, the inductive and capacitive elements cancel
each other. Then we get [6],

where

is the capacitive reactance,

is the inductive reactance of the auxiliary and

is the rotor reactance at the harmonic frequency. Equation 30 can be further
simplified to give:

√

√
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Equation 53 gives the expression for calculating the harmonic frequency of the auxiliary
winding. It can be used in a theoretical calculation of the resonant point in running
conditions. The important thing to note is that the difference between the above
equation and the analysis presented at standstill conditions is that the resonant point in
running conditions has to account for rotor impedance and the coupling between the
main and auxiliary windings. For this reason, the analysis presented here and the
previous section are entirely different.
Summary
We began this chapter by explaining the need to characterize the frequency
response of the motor in order to understand the frequency dependence of impedance.
This would, in turn help us characterize the motor as a harmonic filter. It was observed
that the frequency characteristics of this motor are drastically different than those of
any other category of electrical motors, due to the presence of a run capacitor in its
auxiliary winding circuit. This run capacitor causes the auxiliary winding circuit to be
sensitive to frequency components near its resonant point. As a result, the
characteristics of the motor circuit are also dictated by the resonant condition of the
auxiliary circuit. Hence, in the presence of certain harmonics in supply voltage, motor
impedance drastically reduces and causes the motor to draw excessive harmonic
current. This helps us understand the characteristics of the motor when fed from a
harmonic infested voltage source such as distribution feeders. Ultimately, in the
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presence of the appropriate harmonic voltage, the motor represents low impedance
(almost a short circuit in certain cases) and hence absorbs much of the harmonic current
in a given circuit. This is the primary reason that the motor exhibits a harmonic filter like
characteristic. This has been further explained in the next chapter. The last chapter lists
out the disadvantages of the harmonic filtering phenomenon and suggests certain
redesign measures to avoid the harmful effects of absorption of excessive harmonic
current.
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CHAPTER THREE
INTERACTION WITH RECTIFIER FRONT END LOADS
Now that we have established the behavior of the capacitor run single phase
induction motor at various frequencies, we are in a position to explain the harmonic
filtering phenomenon outlined in the introductory chapter of this thesis. Kirchhoff’s
current law requires that the total current entering the motor-rectifier combination
must be equal to the current being drawn by each individual load. However, since the
amount of harmonic distortion in source current is less than that present in the rectifier,
it means that the harmonic current being produced by the rectifier is going into the
motor instead of the source. As shown previously, the motor impedance is sensitive to
frequency. Thus, for the harmonic frequencies shown above, the motor actually
represents smaller impedance than the source impedance. Thus, if the phase angle of
rectifier current is such that the current is actually being ‘supplied’ by the rectifier
instead of being ‘absorbed’, the harmonic current would enter the motor instead of the
source. Figure 4.3 has already shown that the rectifier causes some harmonic voltage
drop across the source impedance. This voltage, in turn causes motor impedance to
drop for the harmonic frequency, causing filtering action. The entire phenomenon has
been explained in figure 3.1 below:
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Current drawn by
motor from
source

Current drawn
by motor from
source

Current supplied
to motor by
rectifier

Figure 3.1. Representation of current drawn by individual parts of the circuit when a
single phase capacitor run induction motor and a rectifier are connected in parallel
across the same bus.
In order to understand the phenomenon outlined, let us look at an example of
the current drawn by the motor and the rectifier in terms of their phase angle and
magnitude. For a 2HP motor connected into the circuit, the 5 th harmonic current of the
combination is:
Motor current = 0.7587-41.370
Rectifier current = 0.7428-222.320
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The total current drawn by the combination is given by:
0.7587-41.370 + 0.7428-222.320 = 0.02-3.780
The same case can be shown for all the motors and harmonic frequency combinations.
Finally, it is instructive to look at the phase angle plot of the rectifier current and motor
current(s). What comes as a surprising revelation is the fact that the motor not only
absorbs harmonic currents, but does so at a phase angle that cancels the effect of
harmonic currents present in the rectifier current. This leads to our observing the
following waveform on the oscilloscope:
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Motor current

10

Rectifier current

0
-0.02

-0.01

-10

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

Total current
Volts (scaled by 0.2)

-20
-30
-40

Figure 3.2 Plots of bus voltage, motor current, rectifier current and total current when a
2HP single phase induction motor is shunted with a single phase rectifier. Notice how
the total current looks almost sinusoidal while the currents drawn by the motor and
rectifier respectively look infested with harmonics. (peak volts = 161V)
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Based on our previous knowledge of machine impedance, we can now conclude the
following:
1. The rectifier and motor absorb currents at phase angles that cause them to have
a cancelling effect.
2. The rectifier, rather than being a device that absorbs harmonics, is actually a
‘source’ i.e. the phase angles at which it absorbs harmonic currents implies that
it is actually supplying these.
3. Because the motor is sensitive to harmonics in the supply, it represents lower
impedance to the harmonic currents than the source impedance. This makes the
motor a ‘sink’ for harmonic currents.
This completes our explanation for the harmonic filtering phenomenon outlined in
chapter 1.
3.1 Advantages
The advantages of the motor acting as a harmonic filter are obvious. The motor
restricts the distortion in the current being drawn from the grid. As a result, the amount
of harmonic voltage distortion being produced by single phase rectifier front end loads
will go down.
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3.2 Disadvantages
When a single phase induction motor acts as a harmonic filter, it is essentially
absorbing harmonic current. This causes unwanted heating losses in the machine
windings. This reduces the overall lifetime of the induction machine. Above all, it affects
the acoustical characteristics of the machines, as torque pulsations and vibrations are
produced in the machine.
It is extremely desirable to model the behavior of the machine in such a way that
it should be possible to predict the harmonics that the motor will reduce or eliminate. In
order to know this, it is important to know the phase angle at which the cap run
machine draws these harmonics. However, at present, there is no single reliable
mathematical model which has been proven to work under the conditions described in
this thesis. If such a model is available in the future, it should be possible to tune the
motor as a normal filter to eliminate certain harmonics. However, at present, such a
work is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is extremely difficult to model these machines
because of the difficulty encountered in trying to determine the parameters of these
machines. Some of the methods available in literature [6] use constructional changes in
the motor to determine these parameters. Still others use finite element analysis to do
the job. A common theme in literature seems to be the difficulty in determining
magnetizing reactance. At present, these difficulties put a mathematical modeling of
these phenomena beyond the scope of this thesis.
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In conclusion, it would be informative to point out that while the resonance
phenomenon in single phase induction motors reduces the life of the machine, due to
the high amount of harmonic current drawn by the machine at or near the resonant
point of its auxiliary circuit, it is not always an undesirable trait as has been shown
above. It is hard to suppress the resonant behavior of the cap run induction motor
because of its construction. What is needed is some sort of compromise in terms of
machine construction that limits harmonic losses but still retains desirable
characteristics of the machine as discussed above. Some of these design changes have
been discussed in the concluding section of this thesis.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
4.1 Conclusions
Throughout this thesis, the harmonic characteristics of the cap run single phase
induction motor have been discussed. Through investigation, it was found that the
capacitor run single phase induction motor has some peculiar characteristics because of
the way it is constructed. The auxiliary winding used in such a motor, is essentially an
RLC circuit. The motor works well under conditions where the voltage contains only the
fundamental. However, under conditions where the voltage contains harmonic
components (which are generally found in the grid), the motor auxiliary impedance
changes. If one were to apply superposition to the cap run motor, it becomes clear that
the motor behaves normally for the fundamental voltage. However, for the harmonic
voltage components, auxiliary impedance may reduce drastically depending upon how
close the harmonic frequency is to the resonant frequency. Based on empirical evidence
and some literature review [6], it appears that the values of run capacitor and auxiliary
winding inductance chosen in design, along with their manufacturing tolerances, put the
value of the resonant point between the 3rd and 5th harmonic. As a result, these
harmonics tend to get amplified in value in the current.
The phenomenon of current harmonic amplification because of the dependence
of machine impedance on frequency is not an entirely undesirable one. It has been
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shown that in the presence of single phase rectifier circuits, the cap run single phase
induction motor actually acts like a harmonic filter and reduces harmonic current in the
current drawn from the grid. However, both phenomena described here come at the
cost of machine efficiency and lifetime. They also cause problems with the acoustic and
structural integrity of the machine. Hence, it is important to suggest changes in the
design of the machine so that these problems can be eliminated.

4.2 Redesign of the cap run single phase induction motor
At resonance point, the auxiliary circuit of the machine is purely resistive.
Therefore, the loss in the machine auxiliary, at harmonic frequency is given by:

In equation 32,

represents the harmonic voltage component in supply voltage and

represents the winding resistance at the harmonic frequency. In order to minimize the
harmonic loss in the auxiliary circuit, the resistance of the auxiliary winding must be
increased. This can be accomplished by increasing the number of series turns in the
auxiliary circuit so that the turns ratio

(which represents the ratio of auxiliary to

main winding turns) increases. It is important to understand that changing the
resistance of the auxiliary winding will cause changes in the harmonic losses of the
machine. However, it will also change the operating characteristics of the machine in
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such a way that the shape of the flux wave may not be circular any more. In such a case,
it is necessary to change the value of the run capacitor so that the starting conditions
are restored. More importantly, changing the value of the capacitor shifts the value of
the resonant frequency of the auxiliary winding. In other words, the efficiency of a cap
run single phase induction motor is a function of the turn ratio and the run capacitor
value [9,10,11]. Optimizing the design of the machine so as to reduce harmonic loss and
increase efficiency is another problem statement all together and beyond the scope of
this thesis. The interested reader may refer to [9,10,11] for further material.
4.3 Scope for further work
As stated above, there has been previous work done in the area of optimizing
the design of the cap run single phase induction motor design optimization. However,
this work has been purely from the point of view of design optimization assuming
fundamental voltage being applied to the stator. In spite of the fact that capacitor
motors have been around for around hundred years, surprisingly little literature is
available on their behavior in the presence of harmonics. This is majorly because until
recently did not consider the harmonics being produced by small loads to be a problem
[6]. Now that the problem has been identified, it is important to understand the design
changes required to avoid unnecessary heating losses in such machines due to
resonance. It is thus needed to optimize the design of capacitor run motors, taking into
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account harmonic loss and resonance. Further, another parameter in the optimization
problem should be the harmonic cancellation phenomenon outlined earlier.
Further, there is no standard model available which is reliable enough for the
capacitor run motor. It is imperative to develop a model which enables the user to
determine the harmonics that the cap run motor will filter out in the presence of single
phase rectifier front end loads. If it becomes possible to develop such a model, it may be
possible in the future, to alter the design of the induction motor so that particular
harmonic components are cancelled out. At present, the lack of a reliable model and
difficulties in determining the parameters of the capacitor run induction motor make it
very difficult to predict the behavior of the motor under certain conditions.
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APPENDIX A

MATLAB code to generate the frequency response of the auxiliary winding circuit of a
single phase induction motor
Part 1: Code to generate input impedance amplitude and phase response
function [Zinput]=Zinput_seriesRLCl()
clc
disp('Starting the function of Zinput_seriesRLCl');
Vm=120*sqrt(2);
R=3;
C=30e-6;
L=20e-3;
Zin_numb=[L*C R*C 1];
Zin_de=[0 C 0];
Zinput=tf(Zin_numb,Zin_de)
figure(1)
bode(Zinput)
title('Imput impedance')
[z,p,k]=zpkdata(Zinput,'v');
wo = sqrt(1/L/C)
Beta=R/L
Q=wo/Beta
disp('Finished');

Part 2: Code to generate current amplitude and phase response.

function [Zinput]=Zinput_seriesRLC2()
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clc
disp('Starting the function of Zinput_seriesRLC2');
Vm=120*sqrt(2);
R=3;
C=30e-6;
L=20e-3;
Zin=Zinput_seriesRLCl;
Im=1/Zin
figure(2)
bode(Im)
title('Imput current')
[z,p,k]=zpkdata(Zin,'v');
wo = sqrt(1/L/C)
Beta=R/L
Q=wo/Beta
disp('Finished')
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